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Urban Water Conservation to Implement EO B-29-16
Deadline: 2/6/17 12 noon
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Item #9 - consideration of a proposed Resorution amending and
readopting drought-related emergency regulations for the uiban
water conservation to implement Executive orders 8-29-1s, B36-15, and 8-37-16

Dear Ms. Townsend, Chair Marcus, and Board Members:

Attorney

Gregory W- Stepan¡c¡ch

The City of Fairfield (Fairfield) has consistently expressed its concerns
about the current Emergency Water Conservation Regulations and their
implementation as provided for in past comment letters to the State Water
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Resources Control Board (SWRCB).
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CITY OF

At this point in time, all facets of the Emergency Regulations should be
elíminated. A water supplv shortase has not exisied fôr thè City of Fairfield at
any point since the early 1990's. Since that time, the City and our neighboring
communities have been able to manage our water supplies sucõessfully
without State intervention. The SWRCB's insistence on a blanket regulatory
approach that did not consíder the individual water supplies of different-regionð
of the State was injurious to the City and its residents (as well as numerous
other water agencies and their customers). The SWRCB's Emergency
Regulations caused substantial economic losses to the city in zols bi
¡e!,uci1S water revenues and preventing water intensive industry from locating
in Fairfield. Fairfield was denied the benefit of its sound water management
practices, long-term planning and financial investment and was effãctively
forced to forego utilizing its available water supply resources. While the City
appreciates the continuation of the "stress test" approach first included in the
Emergency Regulations in 2016, there remain components of the Emergency
Regulations that would subject the City to continued unnecessary reguìatory
burden. Most importantly, in the absence of a drought emeig"n-.y, the
continuation of the Emergency Regulations would be irrespoñsible and
arguably illegal.
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The drought is officially over in Northern California as well as in virtually all other

areas of the State. The SWRCB's rationale for amending and readopting the
Emergency Regulations are baseless and without merit. The State was out of a
"drought emergency" after last winter, and to continue to make claims that drought
conditions exist when all factual rainfall, snowpack and reservoir storage level data
indicates othenryise is disingenuous and ruins the State's credibility. Therefore, the
continuation of any "emergency" water conservation regulations is inappropriate and the
proposed Resolution should not be passed.
Fairfield wíll continue its long standing practices of prudently managing its water
resources moving fonrard, with or without SWRCB regulations, but strongly encourages
the SWRCB to declare an end to the "drought emergency" and allow local water
suppliers to return to managing their water supplies independent of the State.

Sincerely

RGE R. HICKS
of Public Works
GRH:kmb
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